Adventure Thirdpole Treks

Arun River Rafting

Arun River Rafting
The powerful current and large water volume make sure huge and remarkable rapids have encountered the length of this river
journey. The rapids can be technically and challenging compound. Adventure water trip is known as rafting.
The Arun is an excellent choice for a long whitewater rafting trip for those who are seeking a true adventure and the thrill of
encountering huge rapids in a peaceful setting. It is the first choice for those wanting a whitewater expedition into the wilderness
area
.Arun River and its branches drain a huge watershed, the river carries a high load of sediment, & glacial silt- color varies between a
milky brown to a granny.
The deep gorges of the upper river have granite canyons clad in the overhanging jungle and a wide variety of plant and animal life very beautiful, but at times damp and gloomy.
This river flows by the melting of Mt. Makalu (8462m) and other mountains of that region uniting with thousands of small spring and
streams along the thick woods of the famous Arun valley before winding its way down through the hinterlands of eastern Nepal.
Adventure Thirdpole Treks provide Rafting Information, Rafting Packages and Rafting Guide to the tourist.
Duration: 1 days
Price: $300
Rating: 3 Star
Group Size: Minimum Pax - 6
Grade: Strenuous
Destination: Nepal
Activity: River Rafting In Nepal

Quick Facts
Entrance by: Fly to Tumlingtar for 45 minutes or drive to Basantapur 19 hours Put-in point/Put-out point: 45 minutes down from
Tumlingtar/Chatara
River distance: 70 km.
Numbers of pax require: Minimum 6 persons
Possible optional trip to: Koshi Tappu or Royal Chitwan national park for an excellent jungle safari Grade for: Autumn Spring Oct Dec 4 to 5 Feb-May 3 to 5
Possible operation: Autumn & Spring
Departure: Fix and on request
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Other Features:
Entrance by: Fly to Tumlingtar for 45 minutes or drive to Basantapur 19 hours Put-in point/Put-out point: 45 minutes down
from Tumlingtar/Chatara
River distance: 70 km.
Numbers of pax require: Minimum 6 persons
Possible optional trip to: Koshi Tappu or Royal Chitwan national park for an excellent jungle safari Grade for: Autumn Spring
Oct - Dec 4 to 5 Feb-May 3 to 5
Possible operation: Autumn & Spring
Departure: Fix and on request
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